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MEET LUÍS ALBERTO URREA
Luís Alberto Urrea is a Mexican-

American author and creative writing
professor. His nonfiction book The Devil's

Highway, about the dangerous path of
migration across the US-Mexico border,

won the 2004 Lannan Literary Award
and was a finalist for the Pulitzer Prize.

 

SELECTED PRESS
Kirkus Starred Review

ABOUT THE BOOK
This novel explores masculinity through the lens of family
and legacy. Angel, the patriarch of a large Mexican-
American family, must come to terms with aging, trauma,
his relationships with his brother and his own father, and
what lessons he has taught his children.
 
Content warning: This book includes descriptions of violence
and sexual assault.
 

SUGGESTED COURSES
American Literature, English Composition, Ethnic Studies,
Human Sexuality, Seasons of Life, Sociology, World
Religions, Spanish
 

TOPICS TO DISCUSS
Aging - Legacy, death, sexuality
Ethnicity - Chicanx, Mexican-American
Family - Fathers and sons, husbands and wives, sibling
rivalry, grief
Gender - Masculinity, machismo
Identity - Individual vs. family, duty
Immigration - First-generation Americans, the
American dream
Love - Romantic, erotic, filial
Stories - Family history, heroes, trauma, perspective
Religion - Catholicism

 

PAIRED TEXTS
Tijuana Book of the Dead by Luis Alberto Urrea
Sun, Stone, and Shadows: 20 Great Mexican Short Stories
edited by Jorge F. Hernandez
The House on Mango Street by Sandra Cisneros
Coyote Songs by Gabino Iglesias

https://www.barnesandnoble.com/w/the-house-of-broken-angels-luis-alberto-urrea/1126683223#/
https://www.kirkusreviews.com/book-reviews/luis-alberto-urrea/the-house-of-broken-angels/


LISTICLE
Big Angel's perspective shifts when he begins to keep a gratitude list. Ask students to keep a gratitude list
during the reading unit. Reflect as a group: did they sense themselves noticing the world differently? 
 
Expand the project by asking students to write a listicle à la BuzzFeed of the top ten things Big Angel are
grateful for. How would they communicate Big Angel's list using short descriptions and multimedia,
including gifs or memes?
 
HOUSE OF BROKEN ANGELS: GENERATIONS 
Almost every relationship in the novel carries an element of conflict. Have students choose a relationship
to analyze: Big Angel and Little Angel or Big Angel and Minnie, for example. What generational or cultural
factors influence the conflicts? At the same time, how do these generational or cultural factors strengthen
the relationships? What do the characters learn from each other over the course of the novel?
 
CONNECT TO CLASS CONTENT
Connect to class content by assigning a mini-research project about one of the novel's relevant social
issues. This book can be used to illustrate and humanize many different course topics. Discuss the course-
specific issues present in the novel before assigning the research project.
 
Some example research topics follow.

Ethnic Studies. The US-Mexico border has a dramatic impact on the de la Cruz family. Research families
separated by the border.
Psychology. Aging is an important theme of the novel, including how aging affects one's place in the
family, one's relationship with death, and one's sexuality. Choose an aging related issue and research its
impact on human development in late adulthood.

CLASS PROJECTS
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